The 2013 Berlin Conference on Innovation & Inspiration

The 2013 Berlin Conference is an elite forum, which convenes a select number of highly qualified young Jewish professionals in an intimate setting. Selected participants will meet with top business executives, policy makers, creators, and thinkers to examine the underpinnings of the world’s most successful individuals and enterprises. This year’s forum includes a lineup of exceptional guests from across the spectrum of expertise and discipline.

The Start Up Success

As today’s world becomes increasingly uncertain and chaotic, innovative thinking has become ever more crucial. Creative solutions are no longer mere advantages to an establishment; they have become absolutely essential to all successful endeavors. And the more difficult the world becomes to navigate, the harder we must work to find a creative way out.

In such a challenging climate, a vibrant Start Up culture has flourished. The 2013 Berlin Conference will examine the principles and practices at the core of this Start Up success, while exploring their application to our own personal and professional endeavors. Highlighting the inspiring personal journeys of world-renowned leaders, the conference provides a platform to showcase initiative, explore innovative ideas, and network today’s achievers with tomorrow’s innovators.

Why Berlin?

Over the past decade, Berlin has become a creative hub—home to thousands of writers, artists, and musicians. Its inspiring environment and rapidly growing Start Up scene has transformed it into a destination for both locals and expatriates alike. Accordingly, it is no surprise that Berlin is home to one of the fastest growing Jewish communities in the world today. The means through Berlin has developed into such a modern, multicultural metropolis serves as an ideal foundation from which to explore concepts of innovation and inspiration in today’s evolving world.
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